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To receive and use the wideband data signals from
the SEASAT SAR successfully, the ground-station
receiving equipment had to perform a variety
of unique functions.

Introduction
The SEASAT Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
provided technical challenges in several areas.
Never before did radar developers fly a SAR in
space, were radar data processors faced by so much
data, or did users have an opportunity to apply the
data from a spacebome unit to their specific needs.
Prior to final data processing and user application,
the data had to be sent from the spacecraft to the
ground and put into a form for transmission to the
data processing center at Cal Tech's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL).
The data occupied 19 MHz of bandwidth. The
amplitude and phase relationships between all the
sampled components had to be preserved with very
close tolerances in order to permit the proper reconstruction by synthetic aperture of the radar
echoes. Existing NASA ground station receivers
were limited to a useful bandwidth of between 20
and 30 MHz. These facts presented even the data
downlink with a technical challenge: transmit the
data with minimum amplitude and phase distortion
without exceeding the bandwidth of the existing
ground receivers and record them on specified digital recorders having a maximum bit rate capability
of between 120 and 150 million bits per second
(Mbj s).
In order to satisfy the bandwidth limitation, APL
proposed to the SEASAT program management
that an analog downlink be used and that it be a
direct translation from baseband to the carrier
lather than an amplitude or angle modulation technique that would increase the transmitted band-
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width by creating sidebands on both sides of the
carrier frequency.
JPL subsequently chose the downlink approach
proposed by APL and assigned development and
construction of the data link to APL. The assignment consisted of designing and constructing the
portion of the data linK within the spacecraft as
well as the special demodulator on the ground that
would restore the signal to the form it had prior
to modulation in the spacecraft. The special demodulator was also to provide reference and synchronizing signals corresponding to those available
from the radar equipment in the satdlite. (The
satellite portion of the SAR data link and the special demodulator are described elsewhere in this
issue of the Digest.)
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
was responsible for recording the downlink data on
a digital recorder having a high data rate. In addition, GSFC wanted to devise a quick and simple
way to test the ground station equipment in order to
ensure maintenance of the tight amplitude and
phase tolerances. APL was asked to do the work
necessary to meet both of these requirements.
In general, the approach used in preparing the
analog data for recording on a digital tape recorder
was to sample the data and convert them to digital
form with a high-rate analog-to-digital (A/ D)
converter. For the sample form of any signal to
represent faithfully the incoming data, the sampling
rate must exceed twice the highest frequency in the
incoming signal. In order that simple filtering techniques can be used, it is preferred that the sampling
rate be increased to at least three to four times the
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signal frequency, but this could not be done at the
time.
There had been a prior decision by the designers and users of SAR that the data would be
quantized to five bits. To avoid exceeding the recorder's data rate capability of 150 Mb/ s, this
places an upper bound of 30 million samples per
second (Ms/ s). However the 19-MHz data bandwidth theoretically requires a minimum sampling
rate of 38 Ms/ s. This apparent dilemma was resolved by the compromise of taking 5-bit samples
at 45.53 Ms/ s (228 Mb/ s) during that portion of
the radar interval when the echo existed, and by
not sampling at all when no important echo existed.
The sampling and formatting equipment stored, at
the very high rate, the burst of digital data obtained,
so that it could be sent continuously at a lower
average rate acceptable to the recorder; a continuous rate of 117.5 Mb/ s was used that is compatible
with the high-data-rate digital tape recorder developed separately for GSFC by Martin Marietta.
There were some control functions associated
with the formatter in addition to preparing the
data for recording. When the satellite altitude
changed because of a slight ellipticity of the orbit
or because the earth is not perfectly spherical, the
radar pulse repetition rate was changed and the
time during the pulse repetition interval when the
radar echo was sampled was also changed. Appropriate precomputed commands for the spaceborne
equipment were transmitted to the spacecraft,
along with other operational commands. The
downlink ground equipment received corresponding pulse repetition frequency and time delay commands. The equipment designed by APL for GSFC
received these ground station commands and, at the
appropriate times, forwarded them to the downlink
demodulator built by APL for JPL.
In order to satisfy the test requirement for
quickly verifying that the tracking station systems
involved in receiving synthetic aperture signals
were within tolerance, it was decided to use a signal
identical to the one the radar would produce if it
were receiving from a point target. The signal
would pass through whatever portions of the equipment were selected and then it would be time-compressed to provide an extremely narrow pulse with
known width, height, and side lobe characteristics.
Any amplitude, phase, or time-delay distortion
would cause an easily visible effect on an oscilloscope presentation of the compressed pulse.
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Figure 1 shows the SAR system on the satellite
and at a ground station. The elements marked
"STDN" are parts of the normal NASA Spaceflight
Tracking and Data Network ground station; the
equipment discussed in this paper is crosshatched.

The Data Formatter
The SAR data formatter digitized the offset video
radar returns supplied by the link demodulator.
These returns had frequency components in the
band from 2 to 21 MHz. The 5-bit digital samples were taken at a rate of 45.53 Ms/ s, determined
by a sampling clock derived coherently from downlink signals by the demodulator. To reduce the
burst data rate of 228 Mb/ s to the average rate of
117.5 Mb/ s that the recorder would accept, the
data had to be deleted from the portion of the pulse
repetition interval that was of no interest.
Sampling of the radar return of each pulse interval was begun unambiguously at a time determined by a delayed coherent trigger pulse that was
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Fig. I-The SEASAT SAR system.
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also supplied by the demodulator. The formatter
was also required to receive and format status and
time data from two sources and to combine these
data with the digitized video samples into a continuous serial data stream.
In the initial system design, it was desired to have
the option of selecting 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 bits per sample. This became an engineering requirement for
the formatter; however, analog-to-digital conversion was actually always used at 5 bits per sample.
Since the input and output data rates were significantly different, the formatter contains a buffer
memory able to store all the digitized video samples
from a single radar pulse and then clock them out
continuously to the recorder in time to start over
with the next radar pulse interval. The data formatter is also able to receive simulated video, sampling clock, and coherent trigger inputs from the
simulator, and to supply output data to the simulator for test and evaluation.

The Formatter Control Unit
The formatter control unit is a fixed (wired) interrupt-driven system that stores a block of timesequenced commands provided by the station control center before a satellite pass. In operation, the
time tag for each command is compared against
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), the station time.
When the times agree, the command is executed.
The four basic functions performed are conditioning and processing of the GMT input signal to the
station, command loading, storage and control, and
output timing.
There are two possible ways to load command
data into the control unit: remotely via automatic
station equipment (the GSFC spacecraft command
encoder) or by the front panel controls provided
on the unit.
The command list was prepared by GSFC prior
to a satellite pass and was used to control automatically the SEASATSAR .demodulator located
at the STDN stations before and during passes of
the SAR. Prior to a SAR pass, all SAR pulse-repetition frequency and coherent-trigger delay commands to be executed by SEASAT were identified
by GSFC; the appropriate STDN station was
then directed to set up the STDN SAR equipment
to be compatible with the satellite at the predicted
time for signal acquisition. If, during a pass, the
satellite executed an onboard command to change
the radar pulse rate or delay settings, the ground
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STDN equipment was simultaneously changed to
be compatible with the satellite. This operation included the following steps:
1. The Mission Planning System at JPL developed the pass sequence for a selected SAR
station using long-range orbit predictions.
2. This sequence was sent to GSFC where it
was translated into commands for the
SEASAT satellite and the ground station.
3. The satellite commands were then formatted
into blocks for transmission to the STDN
station prior to the pass. Also, the radar pulse
rate and delay commands were identified and
translated into the time-ordered format for
the station control unit. The time for each
station control statement was compensated
to the nearest second for the computed offset between the satellite and GMT at the
station. The command statements were formatted for transmission and sent to the SAR
STDN station during the prep ass countdown.
4. At the SAR STDN station, the commands
for transmission to the satellite and the SAR
demodulator control statements were passed
to the station's command equipment. The
satellite commands were transmitted to the
satellite immediately upon receipt. The
ground equipment control statements were
forwarded to the formatter control unit prior
to the pass, but not necessarily as soon as
they were received. If desired, this process
could be used to prepare a list of commands
for transmission to the STDN station via
teletype; the list would then be loaded manually into the control unit by the station operator. (This was the method used at the
two non-NASA stations at Shoe Cove, Newfoundland, and Oakhanger, England.)
5. The SAR demodulator control statements
from the automatic station equipment were
supplied to the control unit as a serial stream
of digital bits at a nominal rate of 2 kb/ s.
(The control unit memory had a capacity for
512 32-bit commands, although a maximum
of only 64 32-bit commands was expected for
each satellite pass.)
6. At the end of the command loading process,
the operator checked for load error indications and selected the starting address. The
unit was then ready to command the SAR
demodulator.
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7. When the time stored with each command
matched the station time, the command data
from the memory address were sent to the
demodulator for use and to the formatter so
that the status could be included in the recorded data stream.

The SAR Simulator
Two features of NASA's SAR ground-support
system differ in important ways from other telemetry systems supported by the STDN. First, the
SAR return data passed through most of the STDN
equipment in analog form. Therefore, most of the
station equipment had to meet analog specifications
characteristic of a high-resolution SAR, some of
which are difficult and tedious to verify at a station.
Second, the eventual digitizing of the SAR return
resulted in very high data rates for the formatting
and recording equipment.
GSFC asked APL to develop special test equipment to use at network stations so that it would be
relatively easy to check out and do end-to-end
readiness and maintenance testing of the receiving
station portion of the SAR data link.
The output of the SAR antenna was applied to
the SAR data link, which linearly translated the
L-band returns to 2265 MHz (S band) and added
coherent pilot and pseudorandom-noise-encoded
radar pulse-rate signals for maintenance of phase
and timing references. This composite signal was
radiated to the selected ground station.
The actual radar target echo occupied less than
half of the interpulse interva-l ; its position within
that interval depended on orbit altitude and pulse
repetition frequency (PRF ) . A narrow RF pulse
that occurred at the PRF resulted from leakage of
the radar transmission through the isolation circuitry of the radar receiver. Random noise from
the SAR receiver was present during the entire
interpulse interval at a level determined by the gain
setting of the spacecraft radar receiver. Also present during the entire interpulse interval were the
pilot and pseudorandom noise (PRN) signals
added by the data link.
The microwave data-link signal was received by
an antenna at the NASA STDN station and was
amplified by a low-noise parametric amplifier. The
signal was converted to a lower radio frequency
and applied to a phase-locked receiver that tracked
and performed an automatic gain control function
using the pilot component of the composite dataVo lu me 16, Number 4

link signal. The output of this receiver was applied
to the special SAR data-link demodulator that decoded the PRN signal and reconstituted coherent
echo, PRF, and sample clock signals required by
the recorder formatting equipment. The radar echo
from the demodulator was an offset video signal
with a bandwidth of 19 MHz centered at 11.4 MHz.
The output of the demodulator offset video was
applied to the SAR data formatting and recording
system just described. The digital tapes were transported to a JPL data processing facility where the
digital data were played back and converted to
images.
Signal Generation
Generation of the simulator signal provided
chirped (swept-frequency) signals, a pilot signal,
a PRN-encoded signal, and simulated return noise,
all at a 91 MHz center frequency and with amplitudes in the same proportions as the components
of the SAR data-link signal. They could all be
combined to form the composite test signal, or
certain ones could be deleted if a test required a
simpler signal, for a total of five combinations. The
91-MHz compositely modulated signal was translated to one of the four NASA-site interface frequencies (2265 , 465 , 110, and 11.4 MHz) for
injection into the point in the station equipment
selected by the operator.
The chirp generator of the transmitter provided
signals that simulated radar leakage and a pointtarget return. It used a surface acoustic wave dispersive delay line (SAW DDL) from the same
mask that was used to make the satellite SAR DDL.
Because the center frequency of the satellite-borne
device was 91 MHz, all transmitter composite signals were initially generated at that frequency and
were then mixed to one of the four required output
frequencies.
Within the chirp generator, a high-speed switch
gated 1.5 cycles of the 91 MHz signal from the
transmitter-frequency synthesizer into the SAW
DDL. This resulted in a DDL RF impulse input
with a broad spectrum centered at 91 MHz. In a
SAW DDL, different frequencies have different
propagation velocities. The higher frequencies of
the input RF impulse spectrum (.-100 MHz)
emerge first and the lower frequencies (--,80 MHz)
appear after about 34 p.s. The 16-ns input RF impulse is therefore spread in time at the output by
more than 34 p's and the output is chirped.
After amplification and limiting, the time-spread
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signal goes to a second gate circuit where it is
sliced at exactly ± 17 p's, corresponding to a frequency span of ±9.5 MHz about 91 MHz.
The transmitter used coding circuitry similar to
that of the spacecraft data link to provide a PRNencoded PRF signal identical to that on the spacecraft. The modulation/ summing circuity within the
transmitter modulated the PRN code onto the pilot
frequency with equal pilot and PRN levels. It then
summed the modulation components into a composite modulated signal that was converted to the
selected output frequency.
As is shown in Fig. 1, the transmitter output
could be injected at several points along the chain
of SAR ground equipment. Similarly, the analog or
digital signals from the ground equipment could be
switched into the receiving and processing circuitry
of the SAR simulator for measurement and evaluation. When receiving signals in digital form, a video
regenerator was used to perform the inverse function of the SAR data formatter described previously.
Signal Processing
The videoregenerator received the 117.5 Mb/ s
digital stream either from the data formatter or
from the recorder playback. It used a frame synchronizer built with high-speed emitter-coupled
logic to achieve synchronization with the data in
the bit stream. It then picked out and displayed
time and status data, buffered the digital samples
of offset video, and converted the samples to bursts
of analog offset video at the full rate of 45.53 Ms/ s.
This recreated the original analog radar burst. A
special APL design of a digital-to-analog converter
was used to achieve conversion with inters ample
settling times of about 4 ns.
The simulator provided for time inversion of
the input to a second, identical, DDL so that pulse
compression could take place. For the ideal case,
the DDL output is the autocorrelation function of
the input signal. Amplitude and phase distortions
within the simulator and the equipment under test
will cause deviations from the ideal shape of the
output pulse.
A transversal filter was used to equalize any
amplitude and phase distortions of the simulator
that occurred within its constraint range and to
provide uniform weighting of the signal components in the compressed signal. This uniform transversal filter used only three taps to adjust the
width of the compressed pulse at the 3 dB level for
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resolution measurements. A second transversal filter was selected to provide weighting of the signal
component to correspond to the Taylor weighting
used on the data when it was processed at JPL. For
this filter, the summation of terms was accomplished by adjusting appropriately, relative to the
center tap signal, the amplitude and phase of six
tapped signals that were summed.
For both transversal filters, the initial adjustment
was made to obtain nearly ideal pulse waveforms
when the simulator transmitter signal was sent only
through the simulator processing circuits. This assured that the simulator itself would not contribute
to any indicated errors (as shown by compressed
pulse broadening or by high compressed pulse
sidelobes) .
Figures 2 and 3 show oscilloscope presentations
of the compressed pulses after the components have
been subjected to Taylor and uniform weighting,
respectively. When amplitude or phase distortions
occur, they show up as increased or asymmetric
lobes in the waveforms as well as easily observed
broadening of the pulse waveform's main lobe.
Performance and Testing
When processed within the simulator receiver,
the output signal of the simulator transmitter approximated the impulse response of the SAR range
channel, which, for the radar, was convolved with
surface reflection in the radar image processing.
Because the SEASA TSAR system was linear to the
first order, the degradations to the impulse response
introduced by the STDN support equipment were
important descriptors of site performance.

Fig. 2-Taylor·weighted compressed-pulse oscilloscope
display. Note the lack of side lobes. If amplitude or
phase distortions occur, side lobes would appear.
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service in the early 1980's, it may be possible to
use a broadband digital data link from space to
ground that can handle the average data rate of
117.5 Mb/ s from the formatter or possibly even the
228 Mb/ s peak data rate from the A/ D converter.
If a future spacecraft were to be served by TDRSS,
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Fig. 3-Uniformly weighted compressed-pulse oscilloscope display. Note the existence of side lobes and the
fact that the main lobe is much narrower than in the
Taylor-weighted case of Fig. 2. If amplitude or phase
distortions occur, the main lobe might become noticeably broader, the side lobes might become asymmetrical, and some side lobes might become larger.

The simulator pulse processor and display were
also used in testing the satellite radar itself during
tests at Lockheed, the spacecraft prime contractor.
Figure 4 shows the special ground equipment built
by APL for each ground station.
All three sets of NASA ground station equipment were delivered and in operation within a
month of the initial schedule estimates made 21
months earlier. This placed all the NASA equipment in operation at least two months before
launch.
During the 3112 months of spacecraft operation,
the ground station equipment supplied to the five
stations performed reliably and was used to record
literally hundreds of data tapes.
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What About the Future?
When another SAR is flown, the system designers will have to decide what form their downlink
system will take. The approach used for SEASAT
was shown to work successfully without too much
special station equipment. Each station equipped
to receive SAR data was able to receive all the
SAR data the satellite obtained from about two to
three percent of the earth's surface. The stations
were located so that enough useful data were obtained to keep the data processors and data users
occupied for a long time.
When the NASA/ Western Union Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) comes into
Volume 16, Number 4

Fig. 4-STDN SEASAT SAR support equipment.
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all or some of the formatter functions could be put
on the satellite. By using TDRSS, it would be possible to cover oceanic or meteorological events selectively over more than 95 % of the earth's surface.
(The exact amount of coverage would depend on
the satellite's altitude.)
For the present, the high-speed tape recorder,
the formatter ~ and portions of the simulator have
found a potential application in medical electronics.
Some ultrasonic equipment used in ophthalmology
has a bandwidth and a pulse repetition rate very
similar to those of the SEAS AT SAR. One set of
ground equipment that was returned from a tracking station after the satellite stopped working has
been used to convert the analog data from ultrasonic ophthalmic equipment into digital form for
•• 1

•

recording so that the data can be played back into
a computer in order to develop sophisticated, digital data-processing techniques for the field of
ophthalmology.
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